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ABSTRACT 

The issue of interest here is the employment of decision support agents in supply chain management. The study discusses 

the sorts of supply-related managerial tasks that decision support agents have been assigned, and how well or poorly they 

have performed these tasks. This research suggests the reasons why organizations might elect to invest supply chain 

management responsibilities in decision support agents rather than human functionaries. Finally, this research concludes 

by presenting a "best fit" construct for optimal decision making opportunities. 

 
Keywords  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

From the viewpoint of management science, managers must rationally allocate the limited resources at the managers’ 

disposal by making optimal decisions that result in the ultimate outcome of profit maximization.  Thus, the content of 

managerial rationality requirements is to make decisions that maximize an organization’s benefits.  Supply chain 

management (SCM) is a proven strategic business structure that’s goal is to implement organizational decision making 

that results in optimal performance.  It has gained wide acceptance in recent years because it helps managers make 

optimal decisions that rationally allocate resources that increasing are supplied by a global network of suppliers.  In 

addition, customer demands for variety, quality, delivery, and speed require the supply chain to operate “slicker” as its 

performance and cost is pivotal to overall profit maximization.   

While ideal rational decision making in SCM is an impossibility when viewed as comprehensive rationality, SCM is a 

collection of decisions made under the constraints of bounded rationality that can approximate optimal decisions.  Supply 

chain management systems are instantiations of management support systems which provide instances of decision 

technology.  They are composed of a set of intelligent decision agents, which interact with other decision agents to plan 

and execute one or more responsibilities.  Decision agents are an “autonomous, goal-oriented software process that 

operates asynchronously, communicating and coordinating with other agents as needed” (Fox et al. 2000).   

Armed with information system facilities, which collect and capture decision predicates to inform a decision choice, as a 

principal component, decision support systems provide analytic aids,  to assist in the managerial decision making process.  

The employment of which type of decision making aid (represented by a decision support system), in the managerial 

decision domain is governed by the nature of the decision choices and the predicates that are available to make the 

decision.  A true decision support system extends the bounds of managerial rationality to improve organizational 

performances.  Indeed, it is important to distinguish that decision support systems (DSS), knowledge management 

systems, and expert systems, concentrate on how IT-enabled systems assist humans in decision making.  In recent years, 

an unique class of computer constructs called Directive Decision Devices (DDD) has evolved that are computer-centered.  

A true computer-centered DDD is either designed to displace human decision makers and operate autonomously or they 

co-exist in control of human functionaries (Sutherland 2007).   DDDs and decision agents are employable in SCM and are 

based on the decisions that an organization faces.  Therefore the purpose of this research is to investigate the optimal 

employment of supply chain management decision agents in relationship to organizational decision making.  

This paper is organized as follows.  First, this research discusses SCM and organizational decision making.  It then 

defines the three levels of organizational decision making and the computer-based constructs that can be used in the 

optimization of supply chain performance.  These levels have been identified in the management literature as strategic 
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level (unstructured), tactical (semi-structured), and operational level (structured) decision making(Gorry et al. 1971).  

DDDs and decision agents can be employed in the tactical and operational levels of decision making.  Specific 

instantiations of decision agents and DDDs and their references in the literature will be outlined and a concluding 

construct is presented.   

 

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT BACKGROUND 

Supply chain management (SCM) is a proven business strategy that’s goal is to implement decision making that results in 

optimal performance.  Supply chains can exist in both manufacturing and service organizations, and they are principally 

concerned with the flow of products and information between the organizations in the supply chain network, the 

procurement of materials, transformation of materials into finished products, and distribution of those products to the end 

customers. Today’s information-driven, integrated supply chains are enabling organizations to reduce inventory and costs, 

add product value, extend resources, accelerate time to market, and retain customers. In the last few years, organizations 

that are supply chain innovators have migrated from building excellence in its supply chain to making use of the supply 

chain to create added-value. These values can be in the form of new product ideas, innovative processes, market 

expansion, new ways of serving customers, and new solutions for businesses.  In addition, the availability of real-time 

information and real-time data processing tools, such as radio frequency identification (RFID), GPS, flow control sensors, 

cellular telephones, navigation systems, and satellite positioning systems has raised new management opportunities and 

challenges for organizations. Automatic decision technology is available that automates, connects and manages 

information flows and transactions for specific functions in supply chain optimization (Davenport et al. 2005).  Therefore 

to manage cross-functional and cross-enterprise decision making in SCM, this research will group decision making into 

three categories defined in the management literature: strategic, tactical, and operational (Gorry et al. 1971).  This will 

provide a model for understanding SCM decision making and the role of decision agents in SCM and the support that can 

be offered by computer-based constructs, as depicted in Figure 1.     

 

Figure 1:  Supply Chain Decision Making and the Employment of Decision Agents 

 
STRATEGIC LEVEL DECISION MAKING 

Strategic decisions are the highest level. The strategic level defines the supply chain network.  Thus, this author feels this 

is the appropriate place to begin a discussion on decision making in supply change management.  Here a decision 

concerns general direction, long term goals, philosophies and values of the supply chain. These are qualitative 

(judgmental) decision making that include activities such as building relationships with suppliers and customers, and 

integrating information technology (IT) within the supply chain.   These decisions are the least structured and most 

imaginative; they are the most risky and of the most uncertain outcome, partly because they reach so far into the future 

and partly because they are of such importance to the supply chain.  Traditional “technical” solutions cannot use 

qualitative decision support systems to arrive at optimal solutions, due to the nature of the input data that is available to 

make these decisions.  Qualitative decision making aids use judgmental data, soft predicates that are gathered using 

Structured Decision Making 

Effectively Employ  

Decision Agents and/or Directive 

Decision Devices 

Semi- Structured Decision Making 

Can Employ Decision Agents and/or 

Directive Decision Devices 
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interpretive or indirect inputs.  “Fuzzy set” conventions are involved in most of the methods for qualitative decision, but 

occasionally some scenarios can use multi-criteria methodologies.  The types of decisions that are made using qualitative 

methods are those where the possible outcomes are largely unknown, and the input data is tertiary in nature.  Most “fuzzy 

set” approaches devise models in which each decision alternative is quantized, and the higher the utility rating for a given 

action, the more a decision-makers preferences are satisfied (Siskos et al. 1984).  Ordered weighted averaging operators 

are a new family of operators that provide an aggregation function to satisfy conditions in multicriteria decision-making 

(Yager 1988).    

Decision making is typically instigated by the users at the strategic level.  Decision making tools at this level have a 

mission that is advisory, and its employment a conscious choice or decision.  The strategic level defines the selection of 

suppliers, transportation routes, manufacturing facilities, production levels, and warehouse locations in SCM.   Decision 

making at the strategic level may lack precision in data and the empirical inaccessibility of key properties (Sutherland 

1988), therefore subjective decision tools rely heavily on qualitative analysis initiatives.  The systems that support this 

level of decision making are grouped into two types:  elicitive, which handle response alternatives that may or may not be 

grounded in precedent, and structural, which use modern techniques for handling multicriteria decision making by 

imposing a “structure” on many subjective and qualitative inputs.  Although elicitive decision support aids command the 

majority of the discussion of strategic analytic aids, this research discusses two structural initiatives, AHP and 

ARIADNE.     

Analytic Hierarchy Processing (AHP) requires decision makers to judge the relative importance of each criteria and 

indicate their preference regarding the importance of each alternative criteria.  A decision maker does not have to be 

skilled at formulating goal equations, nor does the decision maker have to be knowledgeable about goals and priorities, 

thus AHP has an ease-of-use advantage over goal programming and other qualitative decision support systems.  A 

drawback of AHP is that it is often difficult for large groups to objectively rank criteria while keeping each binary 

comparison in a comparable frame of reference.  This stems from the use of the pairwise method used to evaluate 

alternatives. 

 Alternative Ranking Interactive Aid based on DomiNance structural information Elicitation (ARIADNE) is a strategic 

decision-making aid which encourages the search for a behaviorally realistic and rational dominance structure to facilitate 

the decision-making process.  Parameter values in the form of equality and inequality bounds are derived from the 

decision maker based on the structure of the decision scenario and the steps in the formulation and analysis of the 

decision process.  ARIADNE interprets the information and it arrives as decision alternatives, once these parameters have 

been elucidated.  It is worth noting that a key limitation to ARIADNE is that it relies on a well-trained analyst to elicit the 

necessary input parameters for the decision scenario and does not concern itself with the formulation and analysis portion 

of decision support (Sage et al. 1984).  

Several examples of strategic analytic decision aids exist in SCM, although many of these systems are very difficult to 

generalize across differing problem domains.   

Min and Melachrinoudis applied the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to aid in the configuration of supply chain 

networks and assess the viability of the proposed sites from supply chain perspectives (Min et al. 1999) 

Wang, Huang et al. applied the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to aid in supply chain design.  The authors relate 

product characteristics to supply chain strategy and adopt supply chain operations reference (SCOR) model level I 

performance metrics as the decision criteria for supplier selection.  (Wang et al. 2004) 

Decision agents and directive decision devices do not directly support (they would behave poorly if they performed these 

tasks) the strategic level of decision making in supply chain management.  In contrast, they do effectively support the 

lower levels of decision making (Blue et al. 2006; Fox et al. 2000; Sutherland 2007), and therefore will be distinguished 

from the typical DSS at the tactical and operational levels in this paper.  Hence, decision agents and directive decision 

devices will then to be limited to technically tractable decision situations (Blue et al. 2006; Sutherland 2007), because 

they have been proven to behave well, if they performed these types of tasks. Therefore, these situations must fall into one 

of these four families of facilities (Table 1), in order to be solvable at the tactical and operational levels of decision 

making.   
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Operational Level Tactical Level  

Deterministic  Probabilistic  

 

Categorical 

 

Simple rule-based structures: 

Decision Tables and common 

Decision Trees  

Extensive predictive constructs 

(e.g., Classification and 

Regression Trees)  

 

Computational 

Algorithmic formulations 

centered 

around ordinary mathematical  

optimization methods   

Extrapolative-projective 

(particularly statistical 

inference type) techniques  

                         
                                                                  Table 1.  Families on instrumental facilities  

                                            Adapted from (Sutherland 2007) 

 
TACTICAL LEVEL DECISION MAKING 

Tactical decision making supports strategic decisions.   The supply chain tactical level is where planning and scheduling 

is done to meet actual demands.   Decision making tends to be medium range, medium significance, with moderate 

consequences to the supply chain, although it is important to note that a continual mismanagement at this level can greatly 

impact the strategic level.  Probabilistic decision support systems and directive decision devices can employ statistical 

inference formulations to arrive at satisfactory (rational and preferably, but not always optimal) solutions.  The types of 

decisions that can be made using probabilistic methods are those where the possible outcomes are only partially 

enumerated, with the alternatives are different from each other along an axis, rather than different in kind.  The decision 

predicates are empirical (secondary) in nature, with an element of uncertainty in the inputs; however, there is good 

measurement of the likelihood of error.   

Probabilistic decision mechanisms are a mathematical form of inductive inference.  Decision theory provides techniques 

for mathematically evaluating potential outcomes of alternative actions in a given decision situation where there are 

decisions that are made in uncertainty.  The two primary approaches to probabilistic analytic decision making are 

classical statistical inference and Bayesian-based techniques.  Classical statistical inference techniques include sampling, 

probability distributions, regression and correlation analysis and hypothesis testing.   

Examples include payoff matrices and regression trees, which require the decision maker to have an objective desired 

outcome.  Bayesian decision theory recommends maximizing subjective expected utility and places an emphasis on which 

of the decision alternatives is best according to the decision maker’s preferences.  Bayesian decision-based techniques 

weigh more recent input data more heavily when evaluating alternatives for decision making.   

Probabilistic decision making fall into two discrete types.  The first type is Categorical/Probabilistic, which is used in 

forecasting and projection-driven decision making scenarios because it can be handled by comprehensive predictive 

constructs (classification or regression trees).  The second type is Computational/Probabilistic, where decision making 

information is gathered and extrapolative-projective (statistical inference type) techniques are used to determine optional 

decisions (Blue et al. 2006).  Alternative probabilistic decision techniques can include graphical solutions, such as GRS 

(generalizable, realizable sets), finding an alternative way of presenting data other than RDBMS.  Visual data can also be 

used as inputs to probabilistic decision making, such as GIS-type mapping for portraying frequency and density 

distribution data. 

Decision agents have emerged in a new software architecture for managing the supply chain at the tactical and operational 

levels.  This architecture views the supply chain as composed of a set of intelligent and autonomous decision agents, 

where each agent in the supply chain is responsible for one or more activities.  In addition, each decision agent interacts 

with other agents in the planning and execution of their responsibilities (Fox et al. 2000).   

 
An Agent-Based Model (ABM) 

An Agent-Based Model (ABM) uses mathematical models, numerical solution techniques and computers (algorithmic 

form) to analyze and solve decision making problems.  Extensive computational resources are needed for simulating the 

actions and interactions of autonomous individuals in a network.  The supply chain is a network composed of a set of 

intelligent software decision agents, which interact with other decision agents to plan (tactical level) and execute 

(operational level) one or more responsibilities.  Decision agents (Figure 2) are an “autonomous, goal-oriented software 
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process that operates asynchronously, communicating and coordinating with other agents as needed” (Fox et al. 2000). 

The agent based models simulate the simultaneous operations of multiple agents, in an attempt to re-create and predict the 

actions of complex buyer-seller interaction.  It is a process of emergence from a micro level of systems, where individual 

agents act in their own interest (economic or social status), to a macro level of systems.   Decision agents have limited 

knowledge, but may experience "learning", adaptation, and reproduction.   

 

 
Figure 2.  The empowerment of a decision agent.   (Hess et al. 2000) 

 

Supply chain management systems are instantiations of management support systems which provide instances of decision 

technology.  They are composed of a set of intelligent decision agents, which interact with other decision agents to plan 

and execute one or more responsibilities.  (Fox et al. 2000).  Intelligent decision agents are wholly autonomous, carrying 

out its own agenda, and acting as an agent for no one, while being cable of interacting and communicating with other 

decision agents.  Multi-agent supply chain management systems (Figure 3) are composed of distributed agents that do not 

have the capabilities to achieve an objective alone and thus must communicate. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Example of decision agents in a multi-agent supply chain system. (Zhang et al. 2006) 

 

Today, more sophisticated planning, scheduling, and coordination methods contribute to better decompositions of 

complex systems, that results in better SCM optimization.  Fox, Barbuceanu and Teigen (2000) illustrated a typical agent 

decomposition for a multi-agent (they have been proven to behave well, when they perform these types of tasks) supply 

chain system as follows: 

• “Order acquisition agent. This agent is responsible for acquiring orders from customers; negotiating with 

customers about prices, due dates, and the like; and handling customer requests for modifying or canceling their 

orders.  
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• Logistics agent. This agent is responsible for coordinating the plants, suppliers, and distribution centers in the 

enterprise domain to achieve the best possible results in terms of the goals of the supply chain, including on-time 

delivery, cost minimization, and so forth. It manages the movement of products or materials across the supply 

chain from the supplier of raw materials to the customer of finished goods. 

• Transportation agent. This agent is responsible for the assignment and scheduling of transportation resources to 

satisfy interplant movement requests specified by the logistics agent.  

• Scheduling agent. This agent is responsible for scheduling and rescheduling activities in the factory, exploring 

hypothetical “what-if” scenarios for potential new orders, and generating schedules that are sent to the 

dispatching agent for execution.  

• Resource agent. The resource agent merges the functions of inventory management and purchasing. It 

dynamically manages the availability of resources so that the schedule can be executed.  

• Dispatching agent. This agent performs the order release and real-time floor control functions as directed by the 

scheduling agent.”(Fox et al. 2000)   

 

This research suggests that the longer-term prospects for decision agents with respect to procurement, inventory 

management and allied activities are very good. Indeed, based on the literature, the next generation of supply chain 

management system will be distributed, dynamic, intelligent, integrated, responsive, reactive, cooperative, interactive, 

anytime, complete, reconfigurable, general, adaptable, and backwards compatible.   

Examples of tactical decision making in SCM exist in the research literature.  Below are two exemplars of probabilistic 

(statistical) decisions making and the use of decision agents in SCM.  In addition, these papers have been chosen because 

decision agents have been proven to behave well, when they performed these types of tasks.  

• “Real-time supply chain control via multi-agent adjustable autonomy” by Lau, Agussurja and Thangarajoo, 

introduces a model of a supply chain system as a multi-agent system, which is aimed at asynchronous decision 

making in a changing environment.  Thus it allows the overall system to react in real-time. Real-world supply 

chain problems are used to show that by adjusting an agent's autonomy in response to changing environment, the 

behavior of the supply chain system is controlled accordingly. (Lau et al. 2007) 

• Weigel and Cao showed how Sears, Roebuck and Company uses a vehicle-routing-and-scheduling system based 

on a geographic information system to run its delivery and home service fleets more efficiently. They 

constructed a series of algorithms, including the algorithm to build the origin-and-destination matrix, the 

algorithm to assign resources, and algorithms to perform sequencing and route improvement.  (Weigel et al. 

1999) 

 

OPERATIONAL LEVEL DECISION MAKING 

Mechanisms at the operational level are used to execute plans and/or by first-level managers to direct specific tasks.  

These are every day decisions, used to support tactical decision making in SCM. They are structured often made with 

little thought.  Their impact is immediate, short term, short range, and usually low cost. The consequences of a bad 

operational decision will be minimal, although a series of bad or sloppy operational decisions can cause harm. 

Operational decision making can be preprogrammed, pre-made, or set out clearly in policy manuals.  Consequentially, 

deterministic decision mechanisms (i.e. decision agents) are frequently used at the operational level and usually employ 

mathematical techniques to arrive at optimal solutions.  Decisions making using deterministic methods are of the type 

where the possible outcomes and all alternatives are completely enumerated, and the decision predicates are clinical in 

nature and/or collected from direct measurement, i.e. machine sensor readings.   

DDDs effectively support the operational level of decision making in technically tractable decision situations (Blue et al. 

2006; Sutherland 2007). Therefore, these situations must fall into one of these four families of facilities (Table 1), in order 

to be solvable at the operational level of decision making.  Deterministic decision making fall into two discrete types.  

The first type is Categorical/Deterministic, which is used in simple rule-based decision making scenarios because it can 

be handled by decision tables and elementary decision.  The second type is Computational/Deterministic, where decision 

making is taken care of by ordinary mathematical optimization and numerical analysis methods (Blue et al. 2006).   

Most of these mathematical optimization and numerical analysis are (minimum/maximum) techniques.  Examples of 

these optimization techniques include systems of equations, linear programming, integer programming, goal or multi-
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objective programming, dynamic programming and queuing models, among others.  An alternative mathematical 

technique uses a graph (the graphical solution model) to solve a linear programming problem.  The basic steps in the 

graphical solution method are: first, plot the model constraints on a set of coordinates in a plane; second, identify the area 

or volume of the graph that satisfies all the constraints simultaneously (called a feasible solution space).  Lastly, an 

optimal solution is then chosen from within the feasible solution space.  Note: graphical deterministic decision support 

mechanisms use three-dimensional space. 

The simplex method, the revised simplex method, the dual simplex method, upper bounding techniques and linear 

complementary solution techniques, among others are approaches using QSB computational tools that are used to solve 

linear programming problems.  In addition, non-linear programming approaches exist that include separable programming 

and various decomposition techniques, including Dantzig-Wolfe.  Fixed input functions have shifted to dynamic input 

functions whenever a problem allows.  Consequentially, the shift allows Bayesian updating of coefficients and parameters 

in linear programming (dynamic programming), to give more weight to more recent data increases utility.  The shift to 

real time operational data processing, coupled with Bayesian techniques have allowed for superior operational decision 

making.   

Several examples of operational decision making in SCM exist in the literature.  Below are two exemplars of these 

deterministic (mathematical) employed decision agents. In addition, these papers have been chosen because decision 

agents have been proven to behave well, when they performed these types of tasks.  

• Mark Nissen developed intelligent supply chain agents that represent and autonomously conduct business on 

behalf of product users, buyers and vendors through an integration of buyer and seller supply chain processes.  

This work is novel in that it integrates process-level knowledge from operational enterprises with distributed 

agent technologies. And it makes a contribution by demonstrating how agent-based supply chain integration can 

be effected along a large-scale, operational, inter-organizational process. (Nissen 2001) 

• Mehdizadeh and Tarokh developed a buyer-supplier coordination model to improve deliveries in a 

manufacturing supply chain. The proposed model based on the integrated total relevant costs of both buyer and 

supplier and determines optimal order quantity, the number of deliveries/setups, and quantity of deliveries over a 

finite planning horizon in a relatively simple JIT (single buyer single supplier) with multiple products scenario 

and under deterministic conditions. It is shown that the use of JIT purchasing reduces relevant logistics costs for 

both suppliers and buyers and the optimal delivery policy adopted by both buyer and the optimal delivery policy 

adopted by both buyer and supplier in a cooperative manner can be economically beneficial to both parties. 

(Mehdizadeh et al. 2006) 

 
A CONCLUDING CONSTRUCT 

Supply chain management instrumental underpinnings tableau for directive decision devices exemplifies organizational 

computer-centered decision making at the tactical and operational levels.  Consequentially, the shift of power from 

humans to computers is shown to be quite effective on technically tractable decision situations.   Hence, DDDs are a 

resource at the managers’ disposal that can automate optimal decision making in SCM that result in the ultimate outcome 

of profit maximization and have the potential to meet the managerial rationality requirement to make decisions that 

maximize an organization’s benefits. 

All DDDs have the capability for some sort of problem recognition.  Thereafter, all need to support response-selection 

and perform the act or arrange for the act to be implemented. 

There appears to be four functional forms in which DDDs, might appear: 

• Executory constructs are deployed as stand-alone entities; they are true and complete decision making agents.  

No human intervention or contribution is needed in the decision situation where a decision table or a neat 

algorithmic resolution is both available and appropriate.   

• Compensatory constructs are deployed as mandatory-access instruments where human capabilities are 

expectedly deficient or undetermined.  Administrative functions, requiring quantitative analysis capabilities are 

one area that could benefit from compensatory constructs. 

• Interdictive constructs are deployed (preferably invisibly) when expectedly harmful decisions maybe enacted.  

Prevent actions that are harmful, until a higher authority has sanctioned or corroborated it.   

• Cooptive constructs are deployed when a human functionary fails to effect a required action or reaction in a 

timely manner.  (Blue et al. 2006) 
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While decision agents and directive decision devices have functions (tasks that detail what they can do), and facilities 

(instruments that carry the means of completing the assignment), each has differing levels of sophistication (capabilities). 

Therefore types 1 – 8 are decision constructs that are grouped into minimally functional (elementary), compound (mid-

range), full featured (complex), categorical, and computational devices.  The result is Table 2, which supplies a multi-

dimensional view of the instrumental underpinnings for decision support agents across decision making levels. 

 

Strategic Level 
 Operational Level Tactical Level Prototypical  

DDD Elementary 

Devices 

Type 1 & 2: 

Decision Tables or 

Deterministic decision tree or 

Algorithm-driven  

Type 3 & 4: 

Classification or Regression 

Trees; Statistical Inference  

(Automata-type) 

Capability-ordered 

constructs 

Mid-Range Devices Type 5: 

Recursive Decision Protocols  

 

Type 6:  

Neural Networks 

(Manifold) Hybrid 

Node-arc constructs 

Complex Devices Type 7: 

Reactive first-order  (servo 

cybernetic) 

Type 8: 

Higher-end (anticipatory, 

adaptive) cybernetic-like process 

management  

Process  control 

constructs 

 Deterministic  Probabilistic  

 

Type 1 & 3 
 

Categorical 

 

Simple rule-based structures: 

Decision Tables and common 

Decision Trees  

Extensive predictive constructs 

(e.g., Classification and 

Regression Trees)  
Type 5 & 6 ( link) 

Type 7 & 8 (control)  

Computational 

Algorithmic formulations 

centered 

around ordinary mathematical  

optimization methods   

Extrapolative-projective 

(particularly statistical inference 

type) techniques  
 

Type 2 & 4 

 
                             Table 2. Instrumental underpinnings for directive decision devices – A “Best Fit” Construct 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

This paper represents a first attempt to explore SCM decision support agents in relationship to decision making.  In 

particular, the author feels that the employment of decision support agents in SCM in relationship to strategic, tactical and 

operational decision making has not been thoroughly researched.   Following this line of inquiry, future research should 

thoroughly expand and enrich our current model of “how to” best employ the capabilities of decision support agents in 

SCM using the defined three levels of organizational decision making.   These levels have been identified in the 

management literature as strategic level (unstructured), tactical (semi-structured), and operational level (structured) 

decision making (Gorry et al. 1971).  Specific instantiations of decision agents and DDDs should be validated within the 

decision making model and the concluding construct.  A proposed “optimal” architecture for decision support agent based 

SCM will be introduced based on the validated concluding construct.   

 

In addition, the construct will be explored as related to: 

• agent negotiation, which research has shown leads to a Pareto optimal solution in a dynamic supply chain 

environment (Kim et al. 2010). 

• optimization meta-heuristic, which allows the exchange of information between different optimization problems 

by means of a pheromone matrix (Silva et al. 2009). 

• closed-loop adaptive supply chain optimization and execution management for value chain adaptability, stability 

and crisis-resistance (Ivanov et al. 2010). 
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CONCLUSION 

In summary, the issue of interest here is the strategic employment of decision agents in supply chain management. It 

discusses the sorts of supply-related managerial tasks that decision agents have been assigned, and how well or poorly 

they could perform these tasks. This research suggests the reasons why organizations might elect to invest supply chain 

management responsibilities in decision agents rather than human functionaries. The suggestions are based on proven 

managerial and mathematical principles.  In fact, this research is organized around these principles.  Thirdly, this study 

generalized a bit by saying something about what the researchers see as the technical reach and limits of decision agents, 

i.e., in what ways, and to what extent, might they be considered intelligent?  Indeed, this research suggests the technical 

reach of decision agents as reaching as far as the human mind and the instrumental underpinnings can support.  Therefore, 

it is important to remember they are limited to situations that can be mathematical modeled, use numerical solution 

techniques and computers (algorithmic form) to analyze and solve decision making problems.  Finally, this research gives 

a conclusion about the longer-term prospects for decision agents with respect to procurement, inventory management and 

allied activities. Indeed, the prospects are very good: the next generation of decision agents will be embedded in systems 

that will be distributed, dynamic, intelligent, integrated, responsive, reactive, cooperative, interactive, anytime, complete, 

reconfigurable, general, adaptable, and backwards compatible.  Not to mention, common and capable.   

In this paper, it has provided an assessment of the current situation regarding recourse to decision agents in the area of 

supply chain. Therefore the contribution of this research is to supply a multi-dimensional view of the instrumental 

underpinnings for decision support agents across decision making levels. 

Indeed, this research has been a journey through the current decision support systems research literature, viewed in a 

management framework for a comprehensive, interesting and informative discussion.  The results of this research prove 

that decision agents are powerful and effective decision making mechanisms, but that they are limited to technically 

tractable decision situations.  In addition, the emergence of directive decision devices, added a separate and interesting 

computer construct that needed to be investigated and incorporated into the framework for managerial decision making as 

they become more common and capable.    
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